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15 mins

HOW IT WORKS  Organize a challenge where each team presents their projects to the other teams or to “fixers” participants assigned to challenge 
their ideas. Give every team member a card, each assigning them one of three roles ( page 1): Angel, Demon or Guardian. These cards will allow 
the participants to give constructive feedback freely without any consequences! Each team has 10 minutes to present its ideas. Their audience 
then has 10 minutes to ask questions and challenge them, according to their assigned role. First ask the angels to speak, then the demons 
and finally the guardians. Each participant has to offer constructive feedback with different areas to explore for solutions. Choose one member 
of each team to take notes during their session, recording all comments on the Feedback form (page 2) so that the teams can discuss all the feedback 
they’ve gathered after.

To challenge your project!

ANGEL & DEMONS

ANGEL & DEMON

challenge

TIP: Print the cards on 140g-thick paper for better grip. 

“You are an Angel. 
As the teams present their ideas, 

it’s your job to point 
out the strengths”.

ANGEL

“You are a Demon. 
As the teams present their ideas, 

it’s your job to point 
out the weaknesses”. 

DEMON

“You are a Guardian. 
As the teams present their projects, 

it's your job to find the gem that they should 
focus their energy on and push further”. 

GARDIAN

This tool is free to download.
However it cannot be changed 
or used for commercial purposes.
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« The strengths are

»

« The weaknesses are

»

« The idea gem is

»
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